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Modeling of Urban Building Vulnerability in Earthqu ake Against Using Analytical 

Hierarchy Process (AHP) and GIS  
A case study: Historic Texture of Kashan 

 
Dr.S.A.Almodarresi1, M.R.javaheri2, M.A.Fatahi3 

 
Abstract  

Rapid assessment of the damaged buildings in a disastrous event is a drastic measure to be taken in 
order to allocate shelter to unsheltered people as quick as possible. Natural disaster as earthquake may 
cause considerable losses to the cities and prevent development processes. Urban planning as well as 
city designing projects aims to decrease vulnerability of buildings against earthquake. In this direction, 
the first step is to recognize and analyze the rate of damages exerted to every urban element using 
proper models.  

Spatial data along with attributes of building elements and their behaviors against earthquake 
shocks has been employed using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to evaluate the vulnerability of 
the city against earthquake shocks. Also the weight of every criterion in building destruction has been 
determined through this method using GIS analysis.  

The results of this paper show that historic fabric of the city of Kashan is very high Vulnerability 
due to exhaustion and the use of less durable materials in construction and old buildings.  
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A Synoptic Analysis of Cyclonic Activity During 1961-2003 

 

Dr.S.A.Masoodian1 

 

Abstract 

Mid-latitude cyclones play an important role in precipitation over Iran. A survey on 6-hourly 
geopotential height of 1000 hPa level showed that the number of cyclones in the studied area reveals a 
positive trend. In this study a cyclone is considered as a low center with a regional geopotential 
gradient equal or greater than 100 gpm per 1000 km. Applying the procedure on NCEP/NCAR data a 
cyclonic center of action appeared to be exist over Iraq. Appearnce of such center of action seems to 
have remarkable concequences for climate of Iran. 
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Evaluation of Potential Risks Originating From Earthquake in Old Textures A case 

Study: Eastern Sanglaj Situated in District 12, Tehran 
 

Dr.H.Negaresh1, R.Noroozi2,V.faizi3,  M.Shahoseni4 

 
Abstract 

 
Since Tehran is surrounded among of northern and southern faults, it is probable that in case of 

activation of northern fault, a seven-Richter earthquake and in case of activation of southern fault, a 
six-Richter earthquake will occur in Tehran. Also this earthquake has been illustrated by researches of 
international agency of Japan (Jaika) so that if fault in Rei becomes active, the biggest damage 
originating from earthquake will occur. The fact that the  majority of old texture parts of Tehran are 
situated in areas with high risk of earthquake and lack of vital public services which are among the 
problems of urbane  old textures, increases the importance of attention to these issues. The aim of this 
article is to investigate the properties of old textures and applying of methods and existing approaches 
in order to evaluate potential risks caused by earthquake while employing a conceptual model 
presented in order to determine potential risks qualitatively in Eastern Sanglaj , situated in district 12 
of Tehran.  The results of study show that blockage of the width of roads and ruining of buildings are 
the highly potential risks of studied area. 
 
Key words: Earthquake, Potential Risks, Eastern Sanglaj District, Old texture. 
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Spatial Pattern of Intercity Accidents and Roads Accidents Distribution In Iran, Case 
Study: 2007 accidents 

Dr.A.Goli 1 

 
Abstract 
 

The aim of the study is to describe the inter-province differences in traffic accidents and mortality 
on roads of Iran. Two different risk indicators were used to evaluate the road safety performance of the 
provinces in Iran. These indicators are the ratios between the number of persons killed and injured in 
road traffic accidents and the number of accidents and counties population. Spatial analyses were 
performed to the mean annual rate of deaths and to the number of fatal accidents that were calculated 
for the 2007.  

Global and local spatial autocorrelation analyses were performed to show whether the provinces 
with high rates of deaths–accidents show clustering or are located closer by chance. The spatial 
distribution of provinces with high rates of deaths and accidents was nonrandom and detected as 
clustered with significance of P<0.01 with spatial autocorrelation analyses.  

The application of spatial analysis and modeling of accident statistics and death rates at provincial 
level in Iran will help to identification of provinces with outstandingly high accident and death rates. 
This could help more efficient road safety management in Iran. 
 

Key words: Traffic accident, Accident rates, spatial distribution, spatial analysis, GIS. 
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Evaluation of Earthquake Cloud Model By Estimating Correlation Coefficient Between 
Earthquake Events and Theirs Predictions in Iran at The Fourth Quarter of 2009 

Mohammad Reza Mansouri Daneshvar1 
Ali Asghar Berahmand2 

Parviz Mansouri Daneshvar3 
 
Abstract 
 

The earthquake cloud model has invited based on Zhonghao Shou researches at year 2004. His 
earthquake predictions for USGS office from 1994 to 2003 have confirmed that application of this 
model with P>72%. While, in our country has not exhibited scientific assessment of this model since 
present. The main aim of this paper is the evaluation of earthquake cloud model to predicting 
frequencies of earthquake events at the limited time period. For this purpose has determined the 
earthquake frequencies with M≥2.5 Richter at Iran.  For the compilation of database were used two 
references: meteorological satellite images with a half-hour time series and seismological bulletin of 
occurred earthquakes catalogue for months October to December 2009. Firstly were determined the 
earthquake clouds on meteorological satellite images for distinguished time period. Then earthquake 
clouds have geo-referenced in networking map of Iran using GIS with pixels 2°×2° in WGS 
coordinate system. Finally the correlation ratio between adapted of occurred earthquakes in the 
corresponding pixels with the density of earthquake clouds was showed significant rate R=0.837 and 
R2=0.7. Also the findings of this paper showed that the earthquake cloud model has the ability to 
forecasting 69% of all earthquakes in Iran with M≥2.5 Richter.  

Keywords: Earthquake cloud, Prediction/ Forecast, Satellite Images, GIS, Correlation rati
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Statistical Analyses of Frosts in Iran 

 

Dr. H.Asakereh1, S.Rahimi2 F.Tarkarani 3  

 

Abstract 

 The temperature phases could determine its effects on the environment. One of the 
important temperature phases that could be a disaster is frost. Frost has important roles on 
Biological activity as well as on economical. In current paper in order to analyze frost in Iran, 
we used database of minimum temperature of Iran. This data based is arranged for 43 years 
(15992 days) and 15 ×15 KM resolution (7187 pixels for all over Iran). So the database has 
15992×7187 dimensions. All the operating calculations have performed on this matrix. As in 
classical documents zero degrees Celsius have been chosen as threshold for frost in the 
database. The analyses have been taking place on the temperature equal or below of this 
threshold. It has been done by using softwares such as Surfer and MATLAB. Time series 
analyses of frost shows those 9224 days out of 15992 days have experienced the frozen day. 
There are a strong oscillatory behavior and weak, not statistical significant trends in frost 
temperature time series as well as a jump in its middle. Oman Sea cost as well as Persian Gulf 
shores never have experienced the frost days. The height lands and high latitudes area has most 
experiences in freezing days as well as in extensive. The average of maximum days with frost 
was 145 days.  

Keywords: Iran, Minimum Temperature, Frost Extensive, Percentile Index, Frost,  
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Seismic Hazard Zoning of The Neyshabour By Definitive Method 

 

Hadi Alinia 1, Dr.A.A.Moridi 2, Nasir Naderi Mighan3  

 

Abstract 

In order to properly design and seismic rehabilitation of old and valuable buildings, the seismic 
hazard zoning map is required. Since construction of the Neyshabour City have over 50 years old, and 
some of the historical and religious buildings have their importance, and due to the presence of large 
earthquakes in the background seismicity of the city, the necessity of  the study is obvious. The 
purpose of this study is the risk analysis and preparation of hazard zoning map in Neyshabour. In this 
study, using different sources, seismic data catalog during 1900 to 2012 in radius of 150 km of 
Neyshabour had been collected, and then respect to active faults, the seismic parameters were 
calculated in the study area. If the the north Neyshabour fault activity be at the distance of 8/82 km 
from the Neyshabour, Maximum horizontal acceleration resulted from that for the Neyshabour city, 
by 07/057Richter seismic power ,0/433g  acceleration of gravity was calculated. Finally, according to 
the estimated PGA, the seismic hazard zoning map using Geostatistical Analyst tool in ArcGis 
software was plotted. 

Key words: seismic hazard zoning, definitive method, Neyshabour, active fault. 
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